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Figure 1: Depth of Field Curves for a Lens at f/2.8 (a) and f/4 (b)
Figure 2 features the same lens as Figure 1a but at a different working distance. Note an increase in DOF occurs at longer working distances. Eventually, as the lens focuses towards infinitely far away objects, the hyperfocal condition occurs. This condition is reached at the distance in which everything appears in equal focus.
Figure 2: Depth of Field Curves for a Lens at f/2.8 at 200mm WD (a) and at 500mm WD (b). Note (b) has a much larger scale

How f/# Affects Depth of Field, Conceptual
Changing the f/# of a lens will change the DOF, as shown in Figure 3 . For each configuration shown in Figure 3 there are two bundles of rays. The bundle represented by dotted black lines shows how information spreads as it moves from the object toward the lens system. As an object moves away from the best focus position (where the dotted lines cross), object details move into a wider area of the cone. The wider the spread of the cone, the more the information from that distance from the lens is blurred into all of the other information around it. The f/# of the lens controls how fast the cone expands and, thus, how much information or detail is actually blurred together at a given distance.
Figure 3: Geometric Representation of DOF for High and Low f/# Lenses
There is also a red cone in the figure, which is an angular representation of the resolution of the system. Where the lines of the two cones intersect defines the total range of the depth of field. The lower the f/#, the faster the black dotted lines expand, and the lower the depth of field.
As details get smaller, the bundles in Figure 3a and 3b move closer together, accelerating the effect. Eventually, increasing the f/# too much causes smaller details to blur due to the diffraction limit of the lens being reached, since the limiting resolution of the lens is inversely proportional to the f/#. This limitation means that while increasing the f/# will always increase the depth of field, the feature size that is resolvable (even at best focus) gets larger. For more information on the diffraction limit and its relationship to f/#, see Diffraction Limit. Utilizing short wavelengths does allow for forgiveness in this area, and in many ways some of this lost resolution can be salvaged. Learn more about changing wavelength can affect system performance in Wavelength Effects on Performance.
In general, when lenses are focused at short working distances, the large cone angles cause the cones to diverge very quickly on either side of best focus, leading to limited depth of field. For objects that are in focus at longer working distances, the rate of transition of the bundles decreases and DOF will increase. Figure 4 illustrates the ray bundle at the center of an object under inspection at f/2.8 (a) and f/8 (b). The vertical lines represent 2mm increments of movement away from best focus and closer to the lens. On each vertical line, there is a square that represents a single pixel of detail. Figure 4a demonstrates that the desired amount of detail quickly becomes a limited part of each bundle as the width of the bundle exceeds the feature size. In Figure 4b , the bundle expands far more slowly and the detail is larger than the bundle diameter for all distances shown, allowing it to be the dominant signal contributor and thus more distinguishable. Figure 5a shows how the information runs together more quickly than that of Figure 5b . This is an example of how information from two different object details would blur together due to a lower f/#. In Figure 5b , this does not occur due to the higher f/# of the lens. 
Example: f/# Effects at the Object Level, a Close Up View
Depth of Focus
It needs to be understood that without active adjustment there will always be some degree of variation in the orthogonality between the sensor and the lens that is used; Figure 6 shows how this issue arises. It is generally assumed that problems involving depth of focus only occur with large sensors, however, this issue is actually independent of sensor size. As the derivation in Figure 6 shows, depth of focus is heavily dependent on the number of pixels and has little to do with array or pixel size. As sensors increase in pixel count, this issue is only amplified. Particularly in many line scan applications, the large arrays and low f/#s emphasize the need for careful alignment between the object, lens, and sensor. Figure 7 shows a 35mm lens using 470nm illumination. Figure 7a is set to f/2.8 and Figure 7b is set to f/5.6. Both graphs are go out to 150 lp/mm, which is roughly the Nyquist limit of a sensor using 3.45μm pixels. It is easy to see that the performance of Figure 7a is far better than Figure 7b , using this lens at a setting of f/2.8 would provide the highest level of imaging quality in a given object plane. However, as discussed in the previous section, tilt in relation to the sensor will negatively impact the actual image quality that the system produces: the higher the number of pixels, the more profound the effects. Figure 8 , depth of focus for f/2.8 and f/5.6 of the 35mm lens featured in Figure 7 are analyzed. In both figures, the far right vertical line represents best focus for the entire image. Each semi-vertical line to the left of best focus represents a position 12.5μm closer to the back of the lens. These simulate the positions of the pixels assuming a tip/tilt of 12.5μm and 25μm respectively from the center to the corner of the sensor. The blue ray bundle is for the center of the image and the yellow and red ray bundles are for the corner of the image. The yellow and red bundles represent one line pair cycle on the sensor assuming 3.45μm pixels. Notice in Figure 8a , f/2.8, that there is already bleed-over between the yellow and red ray bundles at the shift to the 12.5μm tilt position.
Figure 6: How Sensor Tilt with respect to the Optical Axis affects Depth of Focus
Effects of Sensor Tilt
Moving out to 25μm, the red bundle now covers two full pixels and about half the yellow bundle as well, causing significant blurring.
In Figure 8b , f/5.6, we see that the yellow and red ray bundles stay within one pixel over the full 25μm tilt range. Note that the blue pixel's position does not change, as the tip/tilt is centered on this pixel. Figure 9 illustrates the change in MTF performance in the corner of the image for this 35mm lens assuming 25μm of tilt as seen in Figure 8 . Figure 9a shows the new performance of the lens at f/2.8, note the significant reduction in performance from Figure 7a . Figure 9b shows the performance shift at f/5.6 which minor in relation to 7b. Most importantly this lens at f/5.6 will now significantly outperform the f/2.8 setting. The drawback to running systems at f/5.6 is three times less light; this could be problematic in high speed and line scan applications. Finally, assuming that the sensor is tilted about the center of the sensor, reduced performance will occur at both the top and bottom of the sensor (and their corresponding points in the field of view) due to the tilt, since the ray bundles expand after best focus. No two camera and lens combinations are exactly the same. When building multiple systems this issue can present itself at varying degrees of magnitude. In order to overcome these issues, cameras and lenses with higher tolerance control should be utilized. Additionally, for sensors, some lenses have tip/tilt control mechanisms to actively overcome this effect. It is also important to note that some line scan sensors can have swale, which means that they are not completely flat; this cannot be mitigated or removed via tip/tilt control. Add a stock number to begin our two-step quote process.
